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A BSTR A C T

ment). A tool that does provide more direct access to the underly
ing mechanisms is therefore needed. For the case of inherently
noise robust features, such a tool should provide a metric with
which the change in observation distributions in acoustic feature
space due to the noise can be quantified (and subsequently be m in
imized). The same holds for noise reduction techniques: if we had
a tool to measure the distribution differences between clean data
and noise reduced data, it would be easier to design the ‘ideal’
noise reduction technique.
From the literature on noise robust ASR, it is evident that the
relation between W ER and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is far from
simple. A t a given SNR, the error rate is strongly dependent on the
type of noise and the type of acoustic features. Until now it has
not been possible to predict which type of feature representation
is m ost resistant to a particular type o f noise. Here too, a tool that
allows one to analyze the distance between clean training data and
noisy test data would be a step towards a better understanding of
the issue.
In this paper, we present a measure based on the Kullback di
vergence [1, 2] as a means to describe training-test mismatch. The
measure describes the average distance between the statistical dis
tributions o f the test data and the distributions as observed on the
set of train data. An important property of this measure is that it
allows to quantify the relative contributions o f individual compo
nents o f the acoustic vectors. As a result, it is possible to identify
those vector components that contribute m ost to the distance m ea
sure. We therefore think that the distance measure may be a first
step towards the desired tool referred to earlier.
We want to illustrate the viability o f this approach in the con
text of a digit recognizer that has been trained on clean data and
tested in (simulated) noisy conditions. To that aim, we investi
gated the distance measure in combination with the changes in
W ER when training-test mismatch is selectively and artificially
removed from those vector components that appear to have the
largest relative distance contributions. This allowed us to study
whether repairing components with a large contribution to the dis
tance substantially increases recognition performance, and to con
firm whether the measure has indeed the intended diagnostic prop
erties.

In this paper, the accumulated Kullback divergence (AKD) is used
to analyze ASR performance deterioration due to the presence of
background noise. The AKD represents a distance between the
feature value distribution observed during training and the distri
bution of the observations in the noisy test condition for each in
dividual feature vector component. In our experiments the AKD
summed over all feature vector components shows a high correla
tion with word error rate and AKD computed per component can
be used to pinpoint those feature vector components that substan
tially contribute to recognition errors. It is argued that the dis
tance measure could be a useful evaluation tool for analyzing the
strengths and weaknesses of existing noise robustness approaches
and m ight help to suggest research strategies that focus on those
elements of the acoustic feature vector that are m ost severely af
fected by the noise.
1. IN T R O D U C T IO N
Usually ASR engines are trained with speech that has been ac
quired in a relatively quiet environment. Thus, the statistics of
the individual components of the acoustic vectors mainly reflect
variation that can be attributed to intra- and inter-speaker differ
ences in the speech sounds. In the presence o f background noise,
some or all of the acoustic vector components will show statistics
that differ from those on which the ASR engine was trained. As
a consequence, ‘noisy’ acoustic vectors associated with a given
speech unit may be differently distributed compared to the proba
bility density function (pdf) that describes the clean data for that
unit in m odel space. Such differences will likely increase word
error rate (WER).
A t least two ways exist to make ASR more noise robust: (1)
Find a feature representation that is inherently noise robust, i.e.,
insensitive to background noise in the sense that the observed fea
ture values are hardly affected by the presence of noise, and (2)
apply noise reduction, i.e., estimate disturbances caused by the
background noise and compensate for these disturbances.
The effectiveness of a given noise robustness approach is con
ventionally evaluated by monitoring WER. However, W ER is a
crude measure, that does not disclose the mechanisms underly
ing some improvement (or the causes o f a failure to find improve-
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The Kullback divergence is a well-known measure for the distance
between two statistical distributions [1, 2]. If we denote the obser
vation distributions for the train and test condition as d trn and d tst,
respectively, the Kullback divergence K for quantifying training-
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test mism atch is defined as
K ( d t r n, d t s t ) = j [dtrn(x) - dt s t ( x ) ]l o g

d t r n(x)
dx,
d t s t ( x)

POLYPHONE corpus contains various examples of (read) speech
utterances. Only the connected digit items were used in our cur
rent investigation. The number of digits in each string varied be
tween 3 and 16. A set of 1,997 strings (16,582 digits) was used for
training. Care was taken to balance the training material with re
spect to gender, region (an equal number o f speakers from each of
the 12 provinces in the Netherlands) and the number of tokens per
digit. 504 digit string utterances (4,300 digits) were used for cross
validation during training. An independent test set of 1,008 utter
ances (8,300 digits) was used for evaluation. The cross-validation
and independent test sets were balanced according to the same cri
teria as the training material.

(1)

w here x denotes the observation vector. K is a symmetric distance
measure, and is equal to zero when the two distributions d trn and
d tst are identical. Under the assumption that the observation vec
tor components x k , k — 1 , . . . , K (with K the dimension of the
observation vector) are independent, K ( d t r n , d tst) can be com 
puted as the sum of the Kullback divergence for each component
K k (dtrn , d tst)
K ( dt rn , dtst) — ^ ^ K k ( d t r n , dtst) ,

(2)
3.2. ‘N oisified’ speech m aterial

with
K k (dtrn -, d tst)

ƒ

[d tr n (X k ) - d ts t(X k )]

log

d t st ( x k )

Recognition performance was evaluated under two different sim
ulations o f adverse acoustic conditions. Babble and factory noise
from the Noisex CD were chosen as the noise conditions for the
current experiments. For all practical purposes, the babble noise
may be considered as stationary. The factory noise contains a num
ber o f hammer blows and could therefore be considered as an ex
ample of non-stationary noise. In terms of their long time average
spectra, both babble and factory noise can be classified as rela
tively broad-band noise. The Noisex signals contain broad-band
frequency information while the information content of the sig
nals in our database is limited to the frequency range of the public
switched telephone network in the Netherlands. As an approxima
tion of the channels frequency response, the Noisex signals were
band-pass filtered before they were added to the clean signals. The
addition was performed such that the SNR level of the resulting
signals was 10 dBA.

dxk■

(3)
In this paper we modeled d trn in terms of the Gaussians that
are used to m odel the train set. Assuming one uses I states for
each HMM l and M Gaussian pdfs to m odel each state i, the dis
tribution of the train data d trn for state i of HMM l is described
as
dtrn(xk,l,i) — ^ 2 wm G (x k ,l,i,m ) ,

(4)

where G ( x k , l , i , m ) denotes the m th weighted mixture compo
nent (with weight w m ) in the Gaussian mixture pdf for component
k of the observation space for the i th state in HMM l .
For the computation of d tst, a segmentation is needed for each
utterance in the test set, so that the association between each ob
servation vector of each utterance and an HMM state is known.
Once the segmentation is known, the histogram of test observa
tions H ( x k , l , i ) compiled for each observation component k of
state i in model l is used to compute d tst ( x k , l , i ) as follows:
dtst(xk,l,i) —

1
H (xk,l,i)
N (l , i)

3.3. A coustic pre-processing
A pre-emphasis factor of 0.98 and a 25ms Hamming window
shifted with 10ms steps were used to prepare the data for spec
tral analysis. A 256 point FFT was subsequently calculated for
each windowed segment. From these spectra, 16 mel-scaled logenergy values were calculated. The filters in the m el bank were
triangularly shaped, half overlapping and uniformly distributed on
a mel-frequency scale between 122 and 2146 mel, corresponding
to 80-4000 Hz on a linear frequency scale. 12 MFCCs were de
rived from the log of the mel bank outputs using the Discrete Co
sine Transform. Cepstral mean subtraction (CMS) was applied as
a channel normalization technique. We used the off-line version
of the CMS algorithm, i.e. the cepstral mean was calculated per
utterance. The first derivatives o f the MFCCs were also computed
and added to the vector o f 12 channel normalized feature values.
The HTK normalized log-energy (LogE) and delta LogE values of
each frame were also included in the acoustic feature vectors [4].

(5)

where N ( l , i) denotes the total number of observation vectors as
sociated with state i of model l .
Using Eqs (3), (4), and (5), the accumulated Kullback diver
gence (AKD) per feature component A K D ( k ) is computed as:
L I
M
A K D ( k ) — E E Kk (
l=1 i=1

H(

J )

(6)
So, by studying A K D ( k ) for k — 1 , . . . , K , one should be able to
tell whether some observation vector components contribute more
to the overall AK D (i.e.,
K=1 A K D ( k ) ) than others.

3.4. H id d en M ark o v M odelling
Continuous density hidden Markov models (HMMs) were used to
describe the statistics of the speech sounds. The ten Dutch digit
words were described in terms of 18 phone models. Two ad
ditional models were used to represent the statistical properties
of the silence and background noise (non-speech) in the record
ings of the POLYPHONE database. Each phone unit was rep
resented as a left-to-right HMM of three states. Only self-loops
and transitions to the next state were allowed. All HMMs were
implemented using diagonal covariance matrices and 16 Gaussian

3. E X P E R IM E N T A L SET-UP
3.1. C lean speech m aterial
The speech material for our experiments was taken from the Dutch
POLYPHONE corpus [3]. Speech was recorded over the pub
lic switched telephone network in the Netherlands, using a pri
m ary rate ISDN interface and a sampling frequency of 8 kHz. The
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found for the first few cepstral coefficients, LogE, and their corre
sponding deltas. Furthermore, all of the AKD values measured in
noise exceed those measured in the clean condition for all feature
components. Moreover, the increase of AKD values appears to be
higher for some components than for others. The components that
are mostly affected are LogE, c1 , . . . , c4, and their correspond
ing deltas. The two components that are m ost severely affected
are LogE and c 1 , irrespective of the noise type. For both types
of noise, the higher cepstral coefficients and their corresponding
deltas appear to be least affected. Finally, these results suggest
that (with a few exceptions) the degree to which a cepstral compo
nent is affected is inversely proportional to its index, both in clean
and in noisy conditions.

mixtures components per state. HTK was used for training (with
cross-validation) and testing [4]. The recognition syntax used dur
ing cross-validation and testing allowed for digit strings varying in
length from 3 to 16 digits to be recognized, without prior knowl
edge of the length of a particular string. The syntax also allowed
silence and noise to be recognized between consecutive digits as
well as at the beginning and the end o f each utterance.
3.5. E xp erim ents
We first did a series of recognition experiments to establish base
line performance for the clean, matched condition, and for the con
ditions where 10 dBA babble noise and factory noise were added
to the speech signals, respectively. Using the HMM state segmen
tations obtained from the Viterbi decoding of each test utterance,
the AKD was computed for each feature vector component. Next,
the AKD per feature vector component for the clean, matched con
dition was compared to the corresponding AKD per component
for each of the mismatched conditions. The aim o f this compari
son was to identify those feature vector components that are most
affected by the additive noise in terms of AKD.
In a second set o f experiments, we replaced the noisy tracks
o f the m ost affected feature vector components with the feature
tracks observed in the clean, matched condition. Then, we m ea
sured recognition performance again and also determined AKD for
each feature vector component. The aim of these experiments was
to determine whether feature vector components marked as most
affected by the noise (as measured in terms o f AKD) are indeed
im portant for the reduced recognition performance observed in the
presence of additive noise. As an additional check, we replaced
the noisy track of a feature vector component that was much less
affected according to its AKD value, and determined recognition
performance and AKD after replacement.
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Fig. 1. Kullback divergence as a function of feature vector com 
ponent, for the clean condition (*), babble noise (□ ), and factory
noise (o). Components 1 thru 12 correspond to c1, . . . , c 12, 13
is LogE with 14 thru 26 the corresponding delta-coefficients. A:
Original data. B: c1 matched. C: LogE matched. D: Both c1 and
LogE matched.
In the second set o f experiments, we replaced the feature
tracks of the static and delta coefficients for the two components
that showed the largest AKD contribution. We replaced the fea
ture tracks in the noisy test data by the corresponding tracks from
the clean data for c 1 alone, for LogE alone, and for both these co
efficients simultaneously. Then, we determined the W ER and the
AKD per component in these three conditions for each of the two
noise types. The recognition results are shown in Table 2, together
with the overall AKD values; the AKD results per component are
shown in Figs 1B-D. In addition to these three experiments, we
also replaced the noisy track of c7 alone. According to Fig. 1A,
c7 is one of the components with a small contribution to overall
AKD. The W ER and overall AKD results for this experiment are
shown in the last row of Table 2.
As can be seen in columns two and three o f Table 2, recogni
tion performance is substantially improved when either c1 or LogE
alone is replaced. Moreover, replacing both noisy components
by the corresponding clean tracks reduces the W ER even further.
Figs 1B-D show that the AKD values of replaced components are
lowered to values close to those observed in the clean, matched

Table 1. Baseline recognition perform ance and overall AKD fo r
the clean condition, 10 dBA babble, and 10 dBA factory noise.
W ER

;

d
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<

The W ER and overall AKD values determined for the clean,
matched condition, and for the conditions where babble and fac
tory noise were added to the clean test speech signals are shown in
Table 1. W ER was measured as S+^ +I x 100%, where N is the
total number of words in the test set, S denotes the total number
of substitution errors, D the total number of deletion errors, and
I the total number o f insertion errors. The results in Table 1 in
dicate that the recognition performance decreases significantly in
the presence of additive noise and that this decrease is accompa
nied with an increase in overall AKD.
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Next, the AKD was analyzed as a function of the feature vec
tor component for the three baseline conditions. The results are
shown in Fig. 1A. The vertical dashed line in this Figure indi
cates the boundary between the static and delta coefficients. It
can be seen that the largest AKD values for the clean condition are
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condition. The results in Figs 1B-D also indicate that replacement
of one feature track hardly changes the AKD contribution o f other
feature components.

situations with training-test mismatch, but also in a clean, matched
condition. In the case of training-test mismatch, this difference can
provide valuable information about which components suffer most
from the noise. In the clean matched condition, it tells how well
each individual component has been modeled. According to Fig. 1,
LogE and its corresponding delta appear to have the largest AKD
in the clean, matched condition. This suggests that there is still
room to improve the LogE estimate for the baseline ASR system
used in this paper. As a second possible application, we mention
the study o f feature types that are presumed to be inherently robust
to the presence of noise. As an example, it would be interesting
to study the AKD per component for formant-like features. One
would hope that AKD per component observed in a noisy condi
tion for formant-like features would hardly differ from the AKD
per component in the clean condition. Should this prove to be
true, one could consider using such formant-like features together
with more traditional feature vector components like MFCCs to
improve noise robustness.
Another possible application could be the evaluation of the ef
fectiveness of noise reduction techniques. We expect that proven
noise reduction techniques (e.g., [5]) succeed in reducing overall
AKD. As we have seen in this study, some feature components are
more affected in terms of AKD then others. By focussing on the
reduction o f those AKD contributions that are still m ost affected
after noise reduction, one could hope to obtain clues that help to
optimize such techniques even further. Experiments are under way
to evaluate AKD per component for features computed after appli
cation of noise reduction.
The way in which feature values are distributed in the presence
of noise is determined by the combination of the type of noise and
the type of acoustic pre-processing steps. Study of the AKD is
one way to evaluate the im pact on recognition performance of the
combination o f noise type and feature representation on a per com 
ponent basis. O f course, the AKD per component cannot tell how
to improve the feature representation. Nevertheless, we believe
that knowledge about which feature components are most affected
in terms of AKD can help to make well-reasoned choices when
designing an acoustic front-end for noise robust ASR. Clearly, ad
ditional experiments are required to verify whether the results pre
sented in this paper will generalize to more realistic noise condi
tions and to feature representations other than the MFCCs used in
these experiments.

Table 2. Recognition performance and overall AK D fo r the base
line, and fo r babble and factory noise when either mismatched c1,
m ismatched LogE, both m ismatched c 1 and LogE, or mismatched
c7 are replaced by the clean, matched values.

noise
baseline
Cl

LogE
ci & LogE
CT

W ER
babble
factory
28.4
19.5
18.5
12.3
27.1

31.6
22.1
20.5
13.3
29.7

overall AKD
babble
factory
654
528
498
376
649

769
643
573
458
757

In Table 1, it can be seen that overall AKD increases due to the
presence of noise. Table 2 shows that overall AKD (just like W ER)
is reduced when a mism atched feature component is replaced by
its corresponding clean track. Moreover, both overall AKD and
W ER are reduced more when more components are artificially re
paired. Finally, both overall AKD and WER only decrease slightly
when the replacement is done for c7, which has a small contribu
tion to overall AKD. In order to determine the relation between
overall AKD and W ER, we computed the correlation coefficient
and found p equal to 0.98.
5. D ISC U SSIO N AND C O N C LU SIO N S
In this paper we studied recognition performance for automatic
speech recognition in the context of training-test mism atch due to
additive noise. More in particular, we studied the accumulated
Kullback divergence (AKD). This measure constitutes a distance
between the feature value distribution observed during training and
the distribution of the observations in the noisy test condition for
each individual feature vector component. We considered a rather
limited amount of different recognition conditions, i.e. only two
different noise types (Noisex babble and factory noise, artificially
added to the clean test speech signals at one SNR=10 dBA), and
one single feature representation (MFCCs with LogE, and the cor
responding deltas). Moreover, the im pact of the additive noise on
the acoustic feature vector was reduced in an artificial way.
Within the limits of the current experimental set-up, we found
that artificially repairing a component with a high AKD contri
bution reduced both the overall AKD and the proportion of ASR
errors at the word level. Therefore, we think that the AKD per
component can identify those feature vector components that have
the largest im pact on WER.
W hile overall AKD is computed at the HMM state level and
W ER is determined at the word level, both measures are based on
the output of the same Viterbi recognition process. This makes
them closely related. In fact, we found a high correlation (p —
0.98) between the overall AKD and WER. This suggests that over
all AKD can be safely interpreted as an alternative way to evaluate
recognition performance.
It is tempting to speculate that the AKD per component can
be used for different diagnostic purposes. In this paper we saw
examples showing that the contribution to the overall AKD can be
quite different for different feature vector components, not only in
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